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Type “The Advocate” (INFJ-A)
Traits Introverted - 51%

Intuitive - 53%
Feeling - 61%
Judging - 65%
Assertive - 68%

Role Diplomat
Strategy Confident Individualism

Alex Ramirez <alramsr1980@gmail.com>
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16Personalities <notifications@16personalities.com> Sat, Oct 3, 2020 at 9:37 PM
To: alramsr1980@gmail.com

Your test results

You can access your profile on our website by using the combination of
your email address and this password:

4ddcd84f

VIEW YOUR PROFILE

Link to your profile: https://www.16personalities.com/profiles/baa7090c72e6a

Learn more (and save)!

If you’d like to learn more about the Advocate personality type, check out
our Advocate premium profile. It offers advice, exercises, and additional
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resources designed to help you understand and master your personality.

Oh, and as a little thank-you for scrolling down this far, here’s a discount
code you can use to get 20% off the first two premium options:

LEARNANDGROW

GET THE PREMIUM PROFILE

Did you know...

Finally, here are some cool Advocate insights from our research.
According to our surveys, Advocates are the most likely personality type
to...

...enjoy “people watching”

...have fears they know are irrational

...say modern human beauty standards are unrealistic

...go to great lengths to avoid stress

...re-read an e-mail after sending it

You can find our surveys in Articles & Surveys > Surveys. Check them out
when you have a moment – they are a great way to compare your habits,
goals, and attitudes with other Advocates.

Until next time!

The 16Personalities Team
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